8+ Band Mini-MonstIR by ON4AOI
Before I start with the complete story of this antenna and what will be added in
the future, I wish to thank the following people:
Hardware providers
- BVBA COSMO for the lift and workspace for boom and other constructions.
- Metaalconstructie De Clercq for sponsoring and constructing the INOX U plates.
The hams that helped with the construction of the antenna:
- ON4CDW Piet
- ON4AZJ Eddie
- ON7CE Eddie
- ON7VW Wilfried
- ON5LW Wim
The hams that helped with the idea and calculations:
- W7CE Clay
- GD6IA Alex
- ON4IQ John
The SteppIR support from Jim and Mike.
Ron (GW3YDX) from Vine Antennas Ltd
And finally my family who didn´t see much of me during the construction…

8+ Band Mini-MonstIR - How it started
After using a 4 element SteppIR for one year, I started dreaming about replacing
this antenna by a MonstIR.
My reasons:
Because in addition to the 4 element SteppIR, I had a separate 2 element for 40m
and a dipole for 30m, which means three antennas to cover 6 through 40m. One
antenna means less maintenance and complications.
Would this be a wise decision?
At first I thought 'yes' and ordered a MonstIR, but after a few days I realized that
putting it together and installing it on my tower would be a real problem. I needed
a lift that could raise the antenna to 27m/90ft height and which was small enough
to pass under the 9.8ft entrance… I phoned all relevant companies in my area and
none of them could rent me such a lift since they all have a minimal height of 9.9
to 10ft. What was even worse, the elements would have to pass over 2 neighbors'
properties: the first neighbor wouldn't pose a problem, but the second one would!
End of MonstIR dreams...
Shortly after this disappointment I found a posting of Alex GD6IA on the SteppIR
reflector about the design he was working on with 3 trombones on a regular 4
element SteppIR, and a little later I also noticed the 3 element trombones design
on the website of Clay W7CE.
They sure got my attention and several e-mails were exchanged.
But why didn´t I just copy their design?
The reason I chose another design was because both these designs have one of
the trombones in the middle of the boom where it connects to the rotator shaft.
Their design is really good for hams with a crank up tower, because it is easy to
insert the rotator shaft through the trombone, when working at ground level.
But in my case and probably for many others that have a fixed tower, it would be
nearly impossible to put the 6-20M-D1/30-40M-DE trombone up after the antenna is
fixed at the top. Hams that use ring motors won’t be able to use this antenna
because it would be necessary to position the antenna way out of balance.
I made several drawings to fix this problem but didn´t find any solution until I used
the MonstIR element positions. All the trombones needed to be fixed in the same
direction with the return part pointing forward... the boom also needed to be
longer (11,2m/441'') than that of a MonstIR, in order to be able to support all the
hardware. I phoned Clay W7CE to ask if he could calculate the gain and F/B for
this design on 30 and 40 meter. He answered that he could do it with his
homebrew program and mailed me the following good looking results:
- on 30m the suspected gain would be 8.32 dBi and 25 dB F/B
- on 40m the suspected gain would be 6.94 dBi and 20.4 dB F/B
With all the gathered information I contacted Ron (Vine Antennas) to check what
he had in stock. I was lucky, he had 3 trombones, a normal element and a
controller in stock. I ordered these items and received everything four days later.
Now construction of the boom and other hardware could start.

8+ Band Mini-MonstIR – The design
The dimensions

The connections

8+ Band Mini-MonstIR – W7CE calculations
30 meter calculated on 10.430 MHz as to compensate for the losses from fibers
etc. The result should correspond with 10.125 MHz

8+ Band Mini-MonstIR – W7CE calculations
40 meter calculated on 7.400 MHz as to compensate for the losses from fibers etc.
The result should correspond with 7.150 MHz

8+ Band Mini-MonstIR – Boom construction
The boom construction consists of 2 Aluminum tubes of 75mm / 3¨ diameter
connected via inserted tubes, details can be seen in the following drawing.
The wall thickness is 12,5 mm / ½¨ in the middle.

The 2 part boom connection tube.

The connection tube inside 1 tube

Boom at full length (ON4AZJ is dreaming about something…)

8+ Band Mini-MonstIR – U plates + aligning
All U plates are made in stainless steel, thickness is 4mm / O.157¨

I used this large steel I-profile to align & fix the U plates

After this was done, I thought I could start constructing the antenna… but some
other things had to be done first.

8+ Band Mini-MonstIR – EHU MODIFICATIONS

Before building the antenna I needed also to modify the EHU´s because I had 3
30/40 Upgrade kits and one 6/20 Element. I had to take out the UNUN – balun,
short the connection and also close the connector opening from
the Reflector and DIR1(30/40)=DIR2(6/20).
After inspecting the inside of the EHU I saw that the UNUN´s were not only fixed
with bolts but also soldered to the connections so I had to break them out
carefully because Mike told me over the phone that soldering there would melt the
standoff. The following modification has been done without taking the EHU apart,
this took me several hours because it is very small inside.

First step was easy hi, closing the opening with Plexiglas and TEC7

Second step: The short bar on the Reflector and DIR1(30/40)=DIR2(6/20)
This was a bigger problem because I could not reach the bolts easily with the
wrenches I had (metric) so had to modify one…..

Silvered CU short bar attached.

Third step: How to get a vacuum relay inside as close as possible to the contacts!
It took plenty of time before I found the solution without soldering inside the box
and be certain that the connection was 100%, I assembled the model on my table.

The RJ1A from Jennings is just a little bit too big to fit in so I had to make the
opening bigger by drilling some plastic away in the wall.

After a few tries it fitted perfectly with very short connections. I also replaced the
PL plugs with 7/16 female connectors, because they are better and waterproof

Completely modified Dir1(6-20M)=DE(30-40M) EHU

The last part to be made was the switchbox for the 6-20M or 30-40M driven
element selection. I also installed in the same box (separated by a wall) a
waterproof connector to feed all stepper motors and vacuum relays, this makes it
easier when you have to take the antenna up or down.

After all these parts where ready I finally could start with the antenna
construction.

8+ Band Mini-MonstIR – Triangle

WD0M Joe started with the truss support one year ago and I adapted it my way.

50cm high stainless steel bar on a flexible clamp centered to support the Kevlar
truss

Eyebolts where placed in the unused holes to connect the Kevlar

Eyebolts with Kevlar triangle

Full view, but something was missing because the flexible clamps would not hold
very long during high winds or storms, it was too flexible.

That’s why I put another Kevlar triangle between the 2 U-plates and the support,
the support can move around with limitations in all directions.

Another view of my triangle truss support, also the special boom clamps for boom
support and the boom brace can be seen in the picture.

8+ Band Mini-MonstIR – Boom to tower

Because all commercial thrust bearings were not heavy enough I made my own
thrust bearing several years ago . (Birds seem to hate it...)

On top of my tower is a 1.7m / 67¨ long and 10cm / 4¨ wide tube that is fixed to a
bearing normally used for 30000 Kg / 60000 pound trailer, inside passes a 65mm /
2.5¨ tube with 12.5 mm / ½¨ wall connected to my PST71d rotator.

As seen in the pictures the truss support is connected to the boom plate itself and
can be adjusted before mounting the antenna. After installing this antenna I also
connected the support tube to the rotator shaft. Higher on the tower is the second
stainless steel cable to support the more than
100 Kg / 200 pound antenna.

8+ Band Mini-MonstIR – Cables guide
I made a cable guide for coax and steering cables just below the
DE(30/40)=DIR1(6/20) element.

Some other views of all Kevlar cables (rear)

Some other views of all Kevlar cables (front)

Motor cables from Reflector(6-40) and Dir1(30/40)=DIR2(6/20) pass trough the
boom, the counter weights are also attached to the reflector U-plate.

8+ Band Mini-MonstIR – Shrinking & Tape
I didn´t use electrical tape or silicon tape to fix the fibers, instead I used shrinking
tubes from 3M for all joints. HDT or MDT types are what we need, the glue inside
makes the fibers unmovable. To remove them if ever needed is easily done, just
cut a small line NOT COMPLETELY TROUGHT (be careful not to cut into the fibers)
into the overall length and warm up again, it will be opening up when it starts to
shrink. During my tests I washed away the remaining glue with a NON aggressive
cleaning liquid (nail polish remover)

Temperature I used for shrinking was below 200 C° / 392 F°

I taped the Rubber boots with very good UV resistant tape.

8+ Band Mini-MonstIR – The brace
Why a brace ????
I did not install this because it looks good or gave me more work but because it is
very efficient according to my past experiences.
The moment you start to move an antenna of these dimensions you get enormous
torques on your motor. Your boom will be making a very large ´S´ and it will get
even worse when you stop turning the antenna. The brace will reduce this
behavior enormously and increase the overall strength of the antenna.
Another reason I used it is because my previous 4 element with the 2 element
40m installed 90 deg out of line above it preferred to have the heavy winds
(+100 KMh / +70Mph) on the side of the beam and not in front or rear. The fibers
where playing in the wind but not bending. My 4 element did not have any problem
with it but I expect double wind load with this antenna and maybe the boom won´t
survive next coming storms.
The brace is made of a 2.40M / 8Ft long fiber of diameter 32mm / 1.25¨ and has a
wall thickness of 5mm / 0.20¨ . I fixed it about 50cm / 20¨ above the boom.
I used 6mm / ¼ ¨ Kevlar to make the diamond complete.

8+ Band Mini-MonstIR – The assembling
ON4CDW with the assembled boom waiting to take off.

2 elements could be fixed just above the garages and then lifted to 9m/27 Ft.

Third element was quickly fixed shortly afterwards.

Now the fourth element took some more time and needed a helping hand.

The helping hand part 2.

The helping hand part 3 (look on ON4CDW´s face how much power was needed to
hold the element steady as ON4AZJ and myself put it in place.

The last half part was so much easier done.

All elements where put on the boom fixed at 9m/27 Ft waiting to be lifted.

8+ Band Mini-MonstIR – The Tools used
Sometimes you have to get very close…

Another tool I used was a steel gliding bar, it prevents the fiber element from
swinging to the tower when we were lifting the antenna from 9m/27Ft to
26m/80Ft.

Closer look of this gliding bar.

AVR-ISP programmer I made to change the firmware in the ATMEGA8535L.

Here ends the first part of the Mini MonstIR documentation. Guy ON4AOI

